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News in brief

Iran selling oil on ‘grey market’
DUBAI: Iran has mobilized all its resources to sell oil in
a “grey market”, bypassing US sanctions that Tehran
sees as illegitimate, state media quoted Deputy Oil
Minister Amir Hossein Zamaninia as saying yesterday.
“We have mobilized all of the country’s resources and
are selling oil in the ‘grey market’,” state news agency
IRNA quoted Zamaninia as saying. “We certainly won’t
sell 2.5 million barrels per day as under the (nuclear
deal),” Zamaninia said, giving no figures for current
sales. “We will need to make serious decisions about
our financial and economic management, and the gov-
ernment is working on that. — Reuters  

Woman with cancer dies in UAE jail 
DUBAI: A woman with terminal cancer who was serving
a 10-year prison sentence in the UAE has died in jail,
Human Rights Watch said yesterday, two months after
the UN called for her release on medical grounds.
United Nations human rights experts in February called
on UAE authorities to release Alia Abdulnoor to live her
final days at home and said they were concerned about
reports that she was suffering degrading treatment,
including being chained to a bed under armed guard.
Abdulnoor was sentenced in 2017 to 10 years in prison
after being convicted of charges including financing ter-
rorist groups. She was diagnosed with breast cancer
after her arrest in 2015. — Reuters 

MSF resumes work in Aden 
ADEN: Doctors Without Borders (MSF) resumed its
work in a hospital in Yemen’s second city of Aden yes-
terday after a one-month suspension following the kid-
napping and killing of a patient. MSF stopped admit-
ting people early last month when a group of armed
men threatened staff and took a patient who was later
found dead on a street. “MSF Aden Trauma hospital
has resumed its activities as of today May 5th, after a
month of suspension following a security incident that
happened in the hospital in which a patient was taken
from the hospital and found killed nearby,” it said on
Twitter. — AFP

KHARTOUM: Demonstrators camped outside Sudan’s
army headquarters may be baying for the military to hand
over power, but Khartoum’s key Arab allies are throwing
their weight behind the generals, analysts say. Sudan’s army
ousted veteran president Omar Al-Bashir on April 11 on the
back of a popular uprising, and since then the military
council that took power has resisted calls to transfer the
reins to civilians. For weeks now, the 10-member council
and protesters have failed to make a breakthrough at talks
on forming an overall ruling joint civilian-military body.

And while Western powers are backing protester
demands for a transfer of power, Sudan’s allies Saudi
Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and Egypt seem to be
angling for the generals to stay put. “There are clear signs
that Egypt and Gulf Arab states have thrown their support
to the military council, thereby emboldening the council,”
said Eric Reeves, a Sudan expert at Harvard University.
Just days after Bashir’s toppling, Saudi Arabia and the UAE
voiced backing for the army council, calling for “stability”.

The regional powerhouses then offered a $3-billion aid
package to Sudan, which is battling a worsening economic
crisis - the key factor that triggered nationwide protests
against Bashir. Alongside the two Gulf countries is Egypt,
analysts said, with Cairo appearing to use its diplomatic
clout as the head of the African Union to extend a time-
frame set by the regional body for Sudan to carry out a
“democratic transition”. “It certainly shows these countries
find it necessary to keep the army in Sudan’s ruling coun-
cil,” said Khaled Tijani, editor-in-chief of Sudanese eco-
nomic weekly Elaff.

‘Dangerous example’ 
“One of the main interests of Saudi Arabia and the UAE

will be in ensuring Sudan remains committed to its troop
deployment in Yemen,” said Willow Berridge, author of
Civil Uprisings in Modern Sudan and lecturer in history at
Newcastle University. Bashir deployed Sudanese troops to

Yemen in 2015 as part of a major foreign policy shift that
saw Khartoum break its decades-old ties with Shiite Iran
and join a Saudi-led coalition fighting Houthi rebels.

The chief of Sudan’s ruling military council General
Abdel Fattah Al-Burhan and his deputy Mohamed Hamdan
Dagalo, widely known as Himeidti, have been the archi-
tects behind Sudan’s troop deployment in Yemen, analysts
and rights groups say. The Gulf countries “are likely to
want to keep them in as powerful a position as possible”,
Berridge told AFP. It has remained unclear how many of
Khartoum’s soldiers are fighting in Yemen, but Sudanese
media has reported that hundreds of soldiers and officers
are deployed and have often suffered casualties, fanning
popular ire against Bashir before he was ousted. 

Beyond conflict-torn Yemen the Arab powers may have
a reason closer to home to back the generals - a fear of the
protests catching on. The crowds of Sudanese taking to the
streets do not want the military - who they see as a “copy-
cat” of Bashir’s regime - to decide the fate of their country.
For some authorities around the region, any chance of a
repeat of the 2011 Arab Spring that roiled Egypt and the
wider region is a frightening prospect. “Neither Egypt nor
the Gulf states want a secular democracy in the region - a
dangerous example to their own people suffering under
their repressive regimes,” said Reeves.

‘Lot of hard feelings’ 
Neighbor Egypt also has its own special motives for

wanting Sudan to remain in the grip of the generals. “Egypt’s
relations with Sudan are more complex than those with Gulf
countries,” said Tijani. The two countries have often had
tense relations including over a border dispute and disagree-
ments about the construction of a dam on the Nile by
Ethiopia that Cairo says threatens its share of the water.

Prior to Bashir’s downfall, President Abdel Fattah Al-
Sisi had patched up ties with Khartoum, and analysts say
the Egyptian leader sees the generals as his best bet to

maintain that. The day Bashir was ousted, Cairo voiced its
full belief in “the ability of the brotherly Sudanese people
and their loyal national army to overcome the challenges of
this critical stage”. The maneuvering by the Arab powers
has not gone unnoticed on the streets of Khartoum.

Protesters gathered outside Cairo’s embassy in
Khartoum last month, flashing “no to intervention” banners
and calling on Sisi to “mind his own business”.
Demonstrators have also railed against Saudi Arabia and

the UAE despite the aid package offered to support
Sudan’s weakening currency and provide food and fuel
supplies. Many have carried placards reading “No to
Saudi and Emirati aid” and “Leave us alone”. Egypt, Saudi
Arabia and the UAE “are fighting hard on behalf of the mil-
itary council, and in doing so are generating a lot of hard
feelings on the part of the uprising”, said Reeves. These
feelings “will not go away if the uprising is successful”, he
cautioned. — AFP 

As protests demand civil rule, 
Sudan’s allies back generals 

Military council has resisted calls to transfer reins to civilians

Turkey to buy 
Russian missiles 
despite US ‘threats’ 
ISTANBUL: Turkey yesterday dismissed US threats of sanc-
tions if it went ahead with a Russian missile purchase, saying
it would not renege on a pledge to Moscow. Washington has
warned its NATO ally for months that Ankara’s adoption of
Russian S-400 missile technology alongside US F-35 fight-
ers would pose a threat to the jets and endanger Western
defense. The US has said it will halt a joint F-35 program
with Turkey if it acquires the Russian missile defense system.
A US law furthermore provides for sanctions on any country
concluding arms deals with Russian companies.

“The US threats of sanctions shows that they don’t
know Turkey,” Vice President Fuat Oktay told Kanal 7 tel-
evision. “The decision on the S-400 has been taken. Once
a pact has been signed, one’s word given, Turkey respects
it,” he said. The S-400 purchase is one dispute fuelling
tensions between two nations also at odds over US sup-
port for Syrian Kurdish militias which Ankara brands as
terrorists and Turkish backing for US foe Venezuela.

Ankara said the first deliveries of the S-400 are sched-
uled for June or July. Last month, after repeated warnings,
the United States said Turkey’s decision to buy the S-400
system was incompatible with it remaining part of the
emblematic F-35 jet program. Turkey had planned to buy
100 F-35A fighter jets, with pilots already training in the
United States. Washington has placed a freeze on the joint
manufacturing operations with Turkey, and suggested
Ankara might be able to obtain a US missile defense sys-
tem if it forgoes the one on offer from Moscow. — AFP 

KHARTOUM: Sudanese protesters, waving a national flag, take part in a sit-in outside the army headquarters yester-
day as thousands of people remain encamped in the area to demand the current 10-member army council that took
power after the ouster of the country’s former president be replaced by a civilian administration. — AFP 

Nigerians accused 
of prostitution 
arrested, assaulted 
ABUJA: In Nigeria, being a young woman “is a crime”,
said a 25-year-old beautician, arrested two weeks ago
while walking home in the capital Abuja. She says she was
detained, assaulted and then raped by those meant to pro-
tect her. “Around 9:30 pm, or 10:00 pm, I was walking
back home,” she said. “The police arrested me in the
street, accusing me of ‘being out late’.” The officers
demanded she pay 4,000 naira ($11) but she did not have
the cash. So the officers grabbed her, she said. “They took
me to the bush behind a building,” she said, her voice
cracking with emotion. “There were four of them. They
molested me, and while three were holding me down, one
of them raped me. He didn’t use a condom.” Several other
women reported similar assaults that night.

Mass arrests 
In two dramatic raids last month, dozens of women

were dragged out of nightclubs, hotels and bars - or sim-
ply taken off the streets - in Abuja. They were arrested for
prostitution, a charge many furiously denied. The sweeping
police crackdown in the federal capital has sparked out-
rage in the news and on social media in Africa’s most pop-
ulous nation. Prostitution, although illegal in Nigeria, is still
widespread in the cities and often tolerated in the

Christian south, but less so in the Muslim north where
sharia law applies in some states. Abuja - situated slightly
north of Nigeria’s center - is a mix of southern and north-
ern tribes and traditions. Testimonies from women given to
AFP provide shocking stories of multiple and brutal sexual
assaults. The women accuse officers from the federal
police force.

Sex for freedom 
Lawyer and activist Martin Obono happened to be at

the Utako police station in Abuja on the night of April 26
for another case. “I was there when the girls got out of the
vehicles, screaming, and some of them were bleeding,”
Obono said, adding the women said they had been
attacked in the vehicles as they were brought to the police
station. “They told me the policemen used objects, like
sticks, to touch their private parts,” Obono said.

One of the women was a mother with a two-month-old
baby. “She wasn’t allowed to breastfeed her, despite con-
tinuous crying,” Obono said. “It took the intervention of a
female police officer for that.” One of the women dragged
into the station on that Friday was a 22-year-old who had
been at a party in a hotel when the police arrived. “They
dragged me out, accusing me of being a prostitute,” she
said, explaining how police suddenly arrived in a fleet of
pickup trucks. Many of the women were later released -
after making forced payments. “Some of the girls paid
bribes,” she said. “Others accepted to have sex with them
in exchange for their release.”

‘Making noise’ 
A spokesman for the Abuja police told AFP he would

not be available for comment “until next month”, while

multiple other calls and messages to other police officials
went unanswered. However, Abayomi Shogunle, Assistant
Commissioner of Police, posted a message this week on
social media addressed to “those making noise on the
clampdown on prostitutes in Abuja”. Shogunle made no
comment on specifics on the raids, and did not respond to
allegations of rape. But he did say that prostitution was “a
crime under the law” and a “lifeline of violent criminals”.

Some of the women have already appeared in court. On
Monday, 27 of the young women were handed one-month
suspended prison sentences and fines of 3,000 naira each
for prostitution. Some were sentenced without access to
legal representation, said lawyer Jennifer Ogbogu who rep-
resented two organizations at the trial - the Nigeria Sex
Workers Association and Heartland Alliance International.
“Some were prostitutes, others not, but in no case can this
justify their rights being violated,” Ogbogu said.

In an open letter, a coalition of 72 women’s organiza-
tions, leading campaigners, civil society and human rights
groups, said they “strongly condemn the recent raids,
public humiliation, assault and sexual harassment of over
100 women” in Abuja. They demanded a government
investigation. Nigerian security forces have faced such
accusations before. In Oct 2017, a court of the Economic
Community of West African States, ECOWAS, ordered
Nigeria’s government to pay 18 million naira in damages
to three women.

The court said the women had been illegally arrested
and detained by the same police unit in Abuja accused of
carrying out the recent raids. “They know we are vulnera-
ble, and they don’t treat us as human beings,” said the
beautician. “All this has to end. They should be punished
for what they’ve done to us.” — AFP 

ANC vows to
punish corrupt
officials 
JOHANNESBURG: South Africa’s ruling
African National Congress (ANC) will
kick-start the economy and deal with
corruption, it vowed yesterday, three
days before elections at which its over-
whelming majority faces its sternest test
since the party rose to power. Though
the ANC has won each parliamentary
election since the transition from
apartheid in 1994, recent opinion polls
predict that it will bleed support to
opposition coalitions that have gained
ground as the ANC has been dogged by
political scandal and a flagging economy.

President Cyril Ramaphosa, who took
over from scandal-plagued Jacob Zuma
as ANC leader in December 2017, told
about 70,000 supporters packed into
Johannesburg’s Ellis Park Stadium on
Sunday that the party would punish
members guilty of stealing public money.
A judicial corruption inquiry that began
in 2018 has heard chilling evidence of
how top officials took bribes from local
and multinational companies in exchange
for lucrative contracts from state firms.

“We are determined that those found
guilty of corruption or involvement in
state capture will not be allowed to
occupy positions of responsibility, either
in the ANC, in parliament or in govern-
ment,” Ramaphosa said at Sunday’s rally.
“The era of impunity is over. We are now
entering the era of accountability.” The
torrent of allegations has hit ANC sup-
port, especially in urban areas. Three
opinion polls in recent weeks show the
ANC’s support ranging between 51 and
61 percent, compared with the 62 per-
cent it won in 2014.

Analysts said it was telling that the
ANC, as well as the two largest opposi-
tion parties - the Democratic Alliance
(DA) and Economic Freedom Fighters
(EFF) - held their final campaign rallies in

Gauteng. Despite being the province
with the smallest land area, Gauteng
generates more than a third of South
Africa’s gross domestic product (GDP)
and is the most populous province with a
population of 14.3 million. In 2016 local
polls the ANC lost control of the three
largest metropolitan municipalities -
economic hub Johannesburg, administra-
tive capital Pretoria, both in Gauteng,
and Nelson Mandela Bay in the eastern
province.

Ramaphosa said the ANC would revive
economic growth and ease unemployment,
which sits at more than 27 percent, by hit-
ting an investment target of 1.4 trillion rand
($100 billion) and limiting policy uncer-
tainty. “It has never been done before in
South Africa and only the ANC will be
able to mobilise these kind of resources,”
Ramaphosa said. South Africa’s economic
growth has slowed sharply in recent years,
averaging about 2 percent in the past
decade, while medium-term GDP is seen
around 1 percent, well below the 4-5 per-
cent needed to dent rising poverty and
joblessness. — Reuters 

With focus on 
Hodeida, war 
rages elsewhere
ADEN/DUBAI: With global attention on
Yemen focused on a fragile truce in its
main port of Hodeida, fighting between
rival forces in the country’s four-year war
has surged elsewhere. Escalating hostilities
in the southwestern Al-Dhalea area have
disrupted the main south-to-north goods
route, displaced thousands and complicat-
ed efforts to battle a cholera epidemic and
feed millions on the brink of starvation.
“The clashes taking place in Al-Dhalea are
less visible than those in along Yemen’s
west coast (where Hodeida is) but threaten
to have a similarly disastrous impact,” said
Suze van Meegen of the Norwegian
Refugee Council. “It is absolutely critical
that supplies coming through Aden move
inland as quickly as possible, keeping com-
mercial markets afloat and replenishing
humanitarian supplies.”

The Saudi-backed coalition of pro-gov-
ernment forces and their Iran-aligned
Houthi enemies agreed a ceasefire and
troop withdrawal in Hodeida in December,
in the first major diplomatic breakthrough
in a conflict that broke out in late 2014. That
deal averted an all-out assault on the port
that risked unleashing famine but, while the
fragile peace is largely holding, the troop
pullback has stalled and thousands of tons
of grain - inaccessible by aid agencies until
yesterday - have started to rot.

Meanwhile, in other areas, ground fight-
ing has intensified and air strikes continue.
Al-Dhalea straddles the main roads
between the government-controlled south-
ern port of Aden, a major entry point for
aid and commercial supplies, and the
Houthi-controlled capital Sanaa. Heavy
clashes and artillery in Al-Dhalea are forc-
ing aid, commercial traffic and civilians to
divert onto long and dangerous mountain
passes, reducing humanitarian access and
increasing journey time and costs. “Since
November I think we are on our fourth

alternative route as things (hostilities)
expand,” said Frank McManus of the
International Rescue Committee (IRC) aid
organization. Two weeks ago a bridge con-
necting Al-Dhalea to neighboring Ibb was
blown up, severing that route. Local reports
blamed the incident on the Houthis after
they stormed the area, though responsibili-
ty has not been confirmed. Heavy fighting
has also broken out in the last couple of
months in northwestern regions Hajjah and
Abbs, and Taiz in the southwest, causing
deaths and displacing hundreds of thou-
sands. The IRC said the Al-Dhalea clashes
have forced it to suspend and relocate
health clinics, cholera treatment, education
and other services in recent weeks.

Yemeni authorities have reported more
than 200,000 suspected cases of cholera
since January. A UN Development Program
report said that if the conflict were to end
this year, it would have killed around
233,000, with 56 percent of those being
indirect deaths from lack of food, health
services and infrastructure.

Shifting front line
Before the Hodeida agreement, the Al-

Dhalea front between the Houthis and gov-
ernment forces was static. “(Now it’s) an
active front line with people being dis-
placed on a regular basis and with the
expectation it (fighting) will continue in
that area,” McManus said. Deep mistrust
between the warring parties has stalled
UN efforts to implement the Hodeida deal,
with which local security forces will run the
port after withdrawal a key sticking point.

The UN is optimistic a troop withdrawal
can happen soon, but diplomats have told
Reuters a breakthrough remains distant.
Government coalition allies Saudi Arabia,
the United Arab Emirates, the United States
and Britain last week repeated calls for the
Houthis to redeploy from Hodeida. They
said they would be looking for the UN
Security Council to review progress on May
15 “with the expectation that implementa-
tion will be under way at that point”. The
head the Houthis’ Supreme Revolutionary
Committee, Mohammed Ali Al-Houthi, told
Reuters that, while discussion points
remained, he hoped troop redeployment
would take place soon. — Reuters 

JOHANNESBURG: A supporter of the ruling
party Africa National Congress reacts at the
Ellis Park stadium yesterday during the final
campaign rally of the party ahead of May 8
legislative and presidential elections. — AFP 


